Introduction

This kit contains:

Contents of
this kit

1. WOOD Parts
.
Note: The supplied parts may differ slightly from the illustrations.

Wood parts
Panel 1
Panel 2
Panel 3
Panel 4
Image

Description
Floor and Ceiling (incl. roof formers)
Ends and End Stanchions
Side Panelling
Side planking

Panel 1

Panel 2

Panel 3

Panel 4

Card
Parts

2.

Card Parts
A card roof for this vehicle is supplied as part of the kit.
The fret contains two options for roof styles.
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Great Northern Railway (GNR) Covered Van
4mm scale (“OO”, “P4”, “EM” Gauge)
Assembly

Adhesive to attach the parts. A contact adhesive or strong PVA glue is
recommended for the wooden parts
Craft knife, Clamps, weights or other tools
Paint and filler
Wheels, axleguards bearings, Buffers, couplings etc.

”Exploded” view of components and their relative alignment

It will be helpful to
refer to the
Diagram3D gallery
where a series of
images of a similar
model being
assembled can be
found.

This kit is intended to reduce the time, complication and labour associated with the
construction of a model of a railway vehicle. It uses wooden parts which have been cut
and scribed by laser. This is not a complete kit of parts. The choice of axleguards,
wheels, and other fittings is left to the modeller.
Wood is a natural material and therefore it is impossible to guarantee that the colour or
finish of the parts will be consistent with the illustrations.

Hints on
assembly

This is a relatively easy kit to assemble as long as one does not rush the assembly
and is aware that wood can warp if over exposed to water.

Separate parts
by cutting the
reverse side of
the fret.

Separating components cleanly is more easily accomplished by completing the half
etched portions on the reverse of the fret rather than cutting from the front.

Pre-assemble
and check
parts at each
stage.

At each stage, once the required components have been separated from the frets, test
the assembly without glue to ensure that the parts are trimmed correctly and fit
properly before final assembly with adhesive.
Allow as much time as needed for the adhesive to set. Fill any gaps and smooth
surfaces for optimal results. Paint inner surfaces before assembly. It is strongly
advised that cardboard parts are sealed before assembly.
These assembly steps are recommendations and should not be taken as
definitive or prescriptive.
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consent of the design and copyright owners. This document was originally
published in 2021 CE.

Inner Body
Separate the parts described below from the wooden panels.
Total
preparation
and assembly
time about 5
minutes.
Allow
sufficient time
for the
adhesive to
dry thoroughly





floor and ceiling from panel 1
Two Sides from panel 4
Two ends from panel 2

Remove the roof formers from the ceiling.
Now assemble the components on a flat
surface as shown.
Clamp lightly and ensure that the inner
formed of the ends, sides, floor and ceiling is square. Leave until thoroughly set.

box

Assembly Instructions
Great Northern Railway (GNR) Covered Van
4mm scale (“OO”, “P4”, “EM” Gauge)

www.Diagram3D.com
Van framing
Total
preparation
and assembly
time about 3
minutes.
Allow
sufficient time
for the
adhesive to
dry thoroughly

Separate the parts described below from the wooden panels.



Photographic records of wagon stock (RAIL 326/682 and
RAIL 326/1072 at the National Archives, UK) depict a
number of variations. The earliest version appears to have
a missing section of roof centrally placed which was used
for loading and covered with a tarpaulin. A few vehicles (69 in 1911) were fitted for use
in passenger trains.

Van frame (1) from panel 3
Van frame (2) from panel 3
Attach the frames to the inner box created
beforehand. The Panels are symmetrical
longitudinally. They are the same length as the
body and are located on indentations in the
ends as shown in the diagram.

At grouping in 1922 there were 669 vehicles of this type in the final GN inventory.
Vans of an identical design were used on the Cheshire Lines Committee (CLC) and
Midland & Great Northern (M&GN). A drawing can be found in the Model Railway
News, photographs and description in Tatlow’s books on LNER wagons. This vehicle
is also extensively covered in the GNRS “wagons pictorial” volume 4. These vehicles
received every type of braking equipment depending on the era and usage of the
vans. ”Fitted” vans equipped with vacuum hoses had their buffers lengthened by
mounting them on 3 inch deep wooden cylinders to clear the pipes. In summary, any
representation of GN, LNER or later should include some of these vans.

Lightly clamp and leave until thoroughly set.

Van Ends
Total
preparation
and assembly
time about 5
minutes.

Allow
sufficient time
for the
adhesive to
dry thoroughly

Detach the end stanchions from
panel 2.
Insert into the holes provided in
the ends of the body. Note that
the centre stanchions are
slightly longer than the outer
stanchions.

Numbering
and livery

These are recorded from illustrations of actual vehicles. After grouping a “4” was
prefixed to the numbers as shown in brackets above.

It is recommended that care is
taken to ensure that the
stanchions are correctly located.

Allow sufficient
time for the
adhesive to dry
thoroughly

Historical
Notes
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The cardboard fret supplied has two
options for the roof of this vehicle.
One is a plain roof; another has
holes for torpedo vents.

To bend the material, use a section
of tubing and roll the cardboard on
a rubber mat or similar surface. It is
strongly recommended that this
process is practiced on some of the scrap material beforehand.The roof is now
attached to the body and painted.
In 1906, the GNR recorded 1563 covered vans, including duplicates.
These covered vans were actively constructed from about 1867 (Stirling) until about
1905 (Gresley) when outside framed vehicles were gradually replaced by inside
framed stock. At grouping, 669 covered goods vansare recorded as surviving into
LNER stock.

Some sample numbers are:
GN: 33952, 34246, 32759, 34007, (4)38150, (40)7878
CLC: 1230

Roof
Total
preparation
and assembly
time about 5
minutes.
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Dimensions

Finally…

GN vehicles would have received standard goods livery which was red oxide, lettering
in white. Lettering could be a small “G.N.R.” on the central left hand plank, or “G
Northern R” on three planks at the left progressing to the more familiar large “G N” at
either end of the van. LNER livery replaced “G N” with “N E”. A photograph is
definitely recommended, vehicles could have varying livery within a line of vans.
Note that some GN vehicles appear to have “teak” finish and shaded lettering if
intended for passenger service.
The principal dimensions of these vans were::

Length over body: 16 feet

Width of Body, 7 feet 6 ½ inches

Wheel base 9 feet 6 inches.
Wheels were nominally 3 feet in diameter for unfitted stock. Express vans could have
larger passenger style wheels. A shorter version of this van was created for passenger
service. Fitted vans were used for traffic to Southampton docks, equipped with
footboards, given a separate designation in the rolling stock index but otherwise
identical in principal dimensions and construction.
Congratulations on completing this kit. We hope you enjoyed making it as much as we
did. If you enjoyed making this kit then take time to visit www.Diagram3D.com to find
similar items.
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